ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

9
Furthermore, thrE and serE were overexpressed in SSAAI to obtain SSAAI-thrE and 143 SSAAI-serE respectively. While L-serine accumulation in SSAAI-thrE was similar to that 144 in SSAAI (Fig. 4A) , the production of L-serine in SSAAI-serE reached 28.67 g/L, which 145 was 10.5% higher than that noted in SSAAI (Fig.4D ). However, a decrease in cell growth 146 was observed in SSAAI-serE before 72 h of fermentation, when compared with that 147 found in SSAAI (Fig.4E ). These results suggested that SerE is more important than ThrE 148 in L-serine export in SSAAI.
149
Transcriptional regulator of SerE. The gene NCgl0581, located upstream of serE 150 and divergently transcribed from serE ( Fig. S2) , and its product (consisting of 303 amino 151 acids) were found to be members of the LysR-type transcriptional regulators (LTTRs) 152 family. It must be noted that LTTRs were initially described as regulators of divergently 153 transcribed genes (18) . In a previous study on C. glutamicum, LysG, located upstream of 154 L-lysine exporter gene lysE, was observed to encode a LysR-type transcriptional 155 regulator, confirming that LysG is a positive transcriptional regulator of lysE (19).
156
Accordingly, we speculated that NCgl0581 might be involved in the control of serE 157 transcription.
158
To determine the function of NCgl0581, a mutant strain with NCgl0581 deletion was 159 constructed. As shown in Fig. 5 , the growth of SSAAI ΔNCgl0581 was similar to that of 160 the parent strain SSAAI. However, the L-serine titer of SSAAI ΔNCgl0581 was 11.08 g/L, 161 which was 57.4% lower than that of the parent strain, indicating that NCgl0581 played an 162 important role in L-serine production. Subsequently, the effect of NCgl0581 on serE 163 expression was further investigated by using the probe plasmid pDXW-11. Two NCgl0581 binds to this region (Fig. S4 ).
173
To confirm whether NCgl0581 is a specific regulator of SerE, transcriptome (Table S1 ) (9, (11) (12) (13) (14) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . In the present study, SerE was 
239
MATERIALS AND METHODS
240
Strains, plasmids, and growth conditions. The strains and plasmids used in this study 241 are listed in Table 1 . E. coli JM109 was used as the cloning host, and was grown in Table S2 . Gene deletion was performed using the 255 nonreplicable deletion vector pK18mobsacB, as reported previously (33). For example, to 256 achieve thrE deletion, the homologous-arm fragments for thrE deletion were amplified 257 from SSAAI chromosome using the primer pairs thrE1/2 for the upstream fragment and 
